ABSTRACT

The problem which was pulled up in this research is the adverse event value of in patient unit in RSU Haji Surabaya is 125 (68,68%) cases. Looking at that situation needs deeper investigating about the doctors and nurses awareness in patient safety, because appropriate with the first point in the seven ways into patient safety which tells that need build the awareness of patient safety value.

This research is an analitic researching, for analize the relation between characteristic and training of the doctor and nurse by the awareness about patient safety in patient unit RSU Haji Surabaya. Measuring awareness in counsioner which is given to 63 respondens. The responden consist of 25 doctors dan 38 nurses which get work in 7 in patient room RSU Haji Surabaya. From the researching result was analized with descriptif statistic and relation train to know the variable influence to linence with using variable influence spearman statistic.

The researching result was received that majority education levle of nurse respondent is D3 and for doctor is S2. Beside of that majority nurse respondent is organizer team and doctor respondent is member of SMF. The majority work period of nurse respondent is 3 until 6 years and doctors is 15 until 17 years. While majority level of nurse respondent awareness is low and level for the doctor is average.

In this researching we can be concluded that there is significant relation between education level and post with the awareness of patient safety. Besides of that there is no relation between work period and training with the awareness of patient safety. This case may be caused by patient safety is a new program in RSU Haji Surabaya.
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